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About This Game

Interesting flip, crazy shooting, shooting, shooting, destroy all obstacles, go forward bravely, get the highest score.
This is a flight shooting game, novel operation, interesting game performance Challenge your reaction speed and control the

bullet rhythm while responding quickly. There are different planes in the game that can be purchased and unlocked.
The more advanced the number of aircraft bullets, the more pleasant it is to experience shooting. During the game, the number

of bullets can be supplemented by picking up bullets.
There is nothing to stop you in this world. Drive your plane forward, break through all the shackles and lead to the endless

world.

Features:

- Simple and highly addictive

-Perfect for all ages

-Gameplay easy to understand
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First and foremost, a massive thank you to the devs for remastering a blast from the past and one of my favourite childhood
games. You guys rock.

Pros:
- Nostalgia through the roof; there is the option to play with the original graphics which effectively makes it feel like a totally
different game to the remastered version
- Solid platformer even if you havent played the original, good balance of puzzles and enemies and not many tricky jumps
- Perfect casual game but also can draw you in if you want a longer gaming session
- Good difficulty balance; this was nails back in the day as there was no option to save and game over meant permadeath

Cons:
- As much as I love the new title song, there isnt the option (that I know of anyway) to listen to the original
- Limited replayability outside of the pre-existing maps; though there is speedrun mode, and the game has increased difficulty
once completed (and who knows, the devs might make new levels one day?)
- Price *might* seem a bit steep for those not drawn in by the nostalgia; if you're on the fence or not 100% convinced, I
recommend waiting for a sale

Bottom line - I love this game and having bought it at full price I regret nothing. I completed it in just under 5 hours and am still
playing it...if nothing else, this is a really good game to just chill and lose time to. Recommended.

P.S. for the devs...any plans to remaster Magic Pockets? ;). This game is a true masterpiece.

If you are into vaporwave music/aesthetics an have a decent knowledge in memes, especially surreal memes you will really
enjoy this game. It is slow paced and is meant to relax and enjoy the content of the game. Unlike other vaporwave themed
games on Steam, this one isn't a trash 1$ game made in one hour, there is a lot of work behind it in order to create a special
atmosphere that feels like home.. Game is very rough running even on a high end pc, no tool tips and controls are weird and
difficult to use. The terrain generation is difficult to build with and requires extremely large amount of terraforming to even
have a chance of placing a building without it floating or sunk into a hill. May be better in the future considering early access,
but considering the wait already for release it is a dissappointment from what was claimed. This is a really great game. I haven't
finished it yet but I feel like I have played enough to be able to comment. First of all, commendable that it was made by 1
person. The jump scares are legit scary, so is the audio. it's got the right amount of story lined up with objectives. great and easy
interface. Should be turned into a film!. The original Chime is a relaxing puzzler with an interactive music experience. Each
song provides a different experience, and the variety that the music provides is a big reason why Chime is so enjoyable.

Chime Sharp provides the same type of gameplay with 15 new songs to play, but for no good reason at all the developer has
decided to lock 10 of the songs behind a challenge wall. Rather than let you experience all of the songs while you practice and
learn to get better at the puzzles, you are stuck repeating the same 5 songs over and over again while you try to prove to the
game that you are worthy of moving on to a new song. If you are not particularly great at puzzle games, you could be locked out
of 2\/3 of the songs indefinitely.

I am writing this review after the developer has patched the game to make it easier, but the unnecessary blockade still exists and
it still may be an impassable wall for some people. Even if you are reasonably good at puzzle games, you might simply not feel
inclined to push for that magic unlock number on every song. You will undoubtedly find some songs more enjoyable than
others, but the game does not give you a choice and requires you play every song thoroughly before you can advance to new
ones. It's not even clear to me what the requirement is to unlock songs; they say 60% coverage in "standard mode" but I have
done this and I still only have access to the first 5 songs, so it's either bugged or it's something harder than that.
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So on top of this unnecessary skill wall there may be some bugs. And in my opinion the music in Chime Sharp is not as good as
the music in the original Chime (at least the music that I could access).

I believe fans of Chime will find this sequel disappointing.
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It says I only have 20 minutes played, and that's as much fun as you can possibly have with it.. 17mins in I managed to dodge
roll my way out of the building I was in and kill myself.. The program has crashed on me Level 14, wave 12 of 12 twice now,
there won't be a third time.. Crush Your Enemies is a simplistic version of Kingdom Rush. Your overall goal is to pillage. While
it may sound simple. This is where the Kingdom Rush part comes in. No, it isn't that simple. In that game you have figure out
where to place your defenses and soliders, etc. Here. It's more on the lines of chess. Only with barbarians; you need to really
figure out how to defeat your enemy before they become a bit too much for you to handle. The more time you waste. The more
time the enemy will grow in numbers.

The game does offer you to upgrade your troops and such every now and then. It will become more and more later on as you
progress. You can earn "skulls" if you complete objectives within a certain frame of either time or numbers. Be warn however,
some of the objectives will be outlandish and will require you to restart again and again if you really want that 3 skull streak just
like in Kingdom Rush.

The multiplayer mode is really the same no real diversity in gameplay. It's like Capture the Flag... You know what? This is
exactly how this game is. However instead of "Capture the flag" it's more on the lines of "Capture the village" There is no RPG
elements so forget that. And you can play as the different characters are you progress although it's more of the samething. Like I
said no real diveristy in gameplay. Just like Kingdom Rush lol

In the end while Crush Your Enemies is a fun game to play; it will get boring and stale overtime. The dialogue is hilarious but
overall the gameplay is the weakest sometimes it can get downright frustrating and with how the controls handle it can become a
real pain overall. I recommend Kingdom Rush. But I do not recommend this game.. Yes BUT with pause. It is well into July
with no update, least of all a new episode. This is an interesting project and it's enjoyment can be measured in how much you
wish to see creative people being creative, which in and of itself is not always the most exciting thing. It can be fascinating,
however. I would say to anyone on the fence, maybe just wait until they've either caught up with their original schedule or
posted a new one. As it is, it's pretty frustrating waiting this eagerly for another (presumably half-hour) episode.
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